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Key Points

•	 Weekly theme: ‘Global Protectionism Five Years on’

•	 South Africa’s ZAR weaker against US$ following reported contraction in Chinese manufacturing.

 Global Protectionism Five years since the great financial crisis

Following the financial crisis of 2008-09 and the deepening of the Euro-zone crisis in 2012, global 
protectionist measures dramatically rose harming the commercial interest of LDCs. Subsequent to the 
G20 summit held in November 2008 to discuss the effects of the global financial crisis close to 200 trade 
protection measures had been instituted up until July 2012 [1]. This has had been disadvantageous to 
the commercial interests of LDCs, including Africa. Export taxes and tariff measures accounted for 
41percent of the total policy instruments, whereas export subsidies, non-tariff barriers, and state aid 
measures (bailouts) constituted 43percent. For instance, the introduction of export quota on non-
ferrous metals by China affects 67 countries of which 11 are African.

Nine of the twelve countries that have been subjected to forty or more protectionist measures 
during the same period were African countries [2]. Five years on – and into 2014, the G20 countries 
have implemented 1,527 trade discriminatory measures and are responsible for 63.5 per cent of all 
protectionist measures taken worldwide since the first crisis-era G20 summit in November 2008 [3].  
Of the protectionist measures taken worldwide since the Los Cabos Summit (June 2013), the G20 is 
responsible for 65 per cent of the measures, which represents no significant change from the percentage 
for the year June 2012-June 2013 [4]. 

For instance, as of November 2013, Guinea faces an EU ban on fish exports for violation of deep sea 
fishing rules while Ghana has received a warning. This measure is bound to put a dent in the value 
of West Africa’s exports of fisheries presently estimated at US$ 490 million [5]. Similarly, India’s ban on 
gold imports instituted in December 2013, and projected to continue into 2014, is bound to impact on 
African gold exporters (South Africa and Ghana). Gold exports from Africa amount to 15 percent of total 
exports, while India accounts for 16 percent of gold and precious metal imports from Africa [6].  

Nevertheless, historical evidence shows that recessions tend to bring about protectionist policy 
measures as a means to cushion against the impact of external shocks and regrettably linger into 
recovery [7]. An immediate roll back of protectionist measures is unlikely to take place forcing developing 
economies to pick-up the slack in global growth of trade volumes. A recent study by the WTO confirms 
this [8]. According to the same study, in Q1 of 2013, imports of developed economies shrunk global 
nominal trade growth by 2.1 percentage points while developing economies added 1.7 points. 

Despite the reduced pace of growth in developing economies recently, their imports have continued 
to support international trade flows. This is illustrated in fig 1A, which shows comparisons of global, 
developed countries and African import volume indices using quarterly data for the period 2007 Q2 
to 2013 Q3.  Global growth in the volume of merchandise imports grew by 10 percent over the period, 
while growth in the volume of imports in Africa has averaged well above 40 percent. Over the same 
period, the volume of developed country (G20) imports shrunk by 2.5 percent and has only registered 
positive growth in only two quarters at the beginning of the review period [9].
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Equivalent figures for year-on-year quarterly growth in imports has hovered around 1.5 percent since  2012 Q3 (fig. 1B), but 
import volumes of developing economies, in general, and African imports, in particular, have made a positive contribution in 
each period while the contribution of developed countries has been negative. For instance, in the period between 2012 Q3 and 
2013 Q3, the volume of imports of developed economies declined by 0.9 percent y-o-y while developing economy imports and 
African imports grew by 5 percent and 0.2 percent, respectively. Therefore, without the contribution of developing economies to 
import demand, global trade growth would have been substantially lower. Corresponding figures for exports show a similar trend 
for global trade, but with smaller contributions to growth from both developed and developing economies since 2012Q2. These 
trends indicate that relatively freer trade would significantly aid in the expansion of global trade. 

Since November 2008, the ratio of trade discriminatory measures to trade liberalising measures in the G20 has stood at a 
staggering three to one. Also, estimates of quarterly rates of protectionism by the G20, in 2013, are only suggestive of a trend 
towards gradual propensity towards liberalization in coming years. The share of trade liberalizing measures in the G20 in 2013 was 
35 percent of the total number of trade measures slightly up from the 25 percent average for the period 2009-2013. 

Overall, global economic growth remains slow and uneven, not only in most developed economies but also in major emerging 
markets. This shortfall in activity has weighed heavily on world trade flows. During the current year (2014), developing countries 
are expected continue to provide support to global trade growth. In summary: 

•	 Trade growth in 2013 is estimated to have registered only a slight increase over 2012, and although prospects are 
improving, forecasts for 2014 are still below the historical trend. The volume of world merchandise trade is estimated to 
have grown by 2.5 percent in 2013 and is projected to grow by 4.5 percent in 2014 [10]. 

•	 Despite consensus forecasts indicating that the world economy is out of the doldrums, trade restricting measures are 
still being adopted and virtually none abolished over the past year. However, this projected resurgence in trade growth 
is unlikely to take place in the absence of substantial reductions in prevailing lags in unwinding protectionist measures 
instituted over the past few years. 

•	 The slack in export demand in the rest of the world should encourage regional member countries to beef-up trade 
amongst themselves – consistent with the visions of the African Development Bank that freer intra-regional trade will 
foster greater economic linkages amongst RMCs.

10. Global Trade Alert (2013). What Restraint? Five Years of G20 Pledges on Trade: The 14th GTA Report, Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR). 

Figure 1A. Merchandise Import Volume Index (2007 Q2-2013 Q3)

Source: AfDB (2014) Source: AfDB (2014)

Figure 1B. Merchandise Import Growth (2007 Q2-2013 Q3)
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Commodity Markets

Crude (Brent): Oil prices edged slightly up 0.3 percent due to faltering negotiations between Iran and six world 
powers (G6) on implementing a landmark November deal to freeze parts of Iran’s nuclear program in exchange for 
easing sanctions.    

Gold & Silver: Gold edged higher (0.3 percent) after disappointing U.S. jobs data stirred speculation the Federal 
Reserve will take a gradual approach to tapering its bond-buying stimulus in 2014. Analysts said that falling U.S. 
labor participation is likely to prompt the Fed to be cautious in trimming its stimulus after the central bank opted 
to cut its bond purchases for the first time in December 2013. Silver prices remained flat.  

Cotton: Cotton futures dropped 0.4 percent as bearish sentiments from Hedge Funds surged extending net short 
positions on cotton futures. At the end of the week the number of short positions on cotton had expanded by 1545 
contracts, while net long positions shrunk by 1358 contracts.

Coffee: Arabica coffee firmed 4.3 percent on lower coffee harvest estimates for Brazil. Conab, the official Brazilian 
crop bureau, pegged output at 46.53m-50.15m bags, significantly lower than the 60m bag original estimates at 
the beginning of December. Current estimates show that the harvest is insufficient to cover demand on a global 
level. One such estimate places the 2014-15 statistical balance shows a deficit of around 5 million bags (or roughly 
3.3 percent of global production in 2014), coming after two years of statistical surplus in 2012-13 and 2013-14. The 
price of Robusta edged up 5.0 percent due to expectations of a rise in demand for the variety as replacement for 
Arabica.

Cocoa: Cocoa prices edged up 0.6 percent following data showing a rise in European demand in the third quarter of 
2013. European cocoa processers ground 348,406 tonnes of beans in the October-December 2013, up 6.2 percent 
year on year – the highest in more than two years.  

Figure 2: Price of Crude Oil Figure 3:  Oil & Metals – Weekly price changes (%)

Source : Bloomberg (Jan. 2014)

Source : Bloomberg (Jan. 2014)

Figure 4: Price of Gold (US$/t.oz)                                                                  Figure 5:  Agricultural commodities 
Weekly price changes (%)
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Food Security: Round-ups

Kenya Food security among an estimated 45 percent of the population of the southeastern and coastal marginal 
agricultural livelihood zones will remain Stressed (IPC Phase 2) during the post-harvest period due to a far below 
average short rains harvest and its effects on agricultural labor and staple food markets. Even if the March to May 
long rains are normal, lingering effects of the below average harvest could lead to Crisis (IPC Phase 3) in some 
areas during the August to October 2014 lean season. 

Sovereign Debt Issues in Africa

African yield spreads exhibited mixed signs. South 
African bond yields had edged up on the back of a 
weaker rand‚ volumes were still low‚ with most market 
participants still on leave. The benchmark R186 was at 
8.3 percent from 8.260 percent at the previous week 
close. The R157 was bid at 6.250 percent and offered 
at 6.22 percent from 6.20 percent at its previous close‚ 
while the R207 was bid at 7.58 percent and offered at 
7.555 percent from 7.535 percent a week earlier..  In 
Nigeria’s fixed income market, the average yield on 10 
year FGN bonds stood at 13.06 percent up from 13.03 
percent, while the average yield on 20 year FGN bonds 
closed at 13.17 percent up from 13.12 percent in the 
previous close.
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Currency Markets
The dollar fell broadly after a closely watched Labor Department report showed U.S. 
employers in December hired the fewest number of workers in almost three years. U.S. 
nonfarm payrolls rose just 74,000 in December, the smallest increase since January 2011, 
while the unemployment rate fell 0.3 percentage point to 6.7 percent. The euro fell the most 
against the dollar in two months amid speculative pressure that deflation pressures might 
continue in the common currency area.

Major African currencies fell against the greenback. The South African rand was 1.9 percent 
weaker against the US dollar following reported contraction in China’s manufacturing 
industry a week ago.  China’s Purchasing Managers’ Index fell to 50.5 in December from 50.8 
during prior month. China is largest buyer of raw materials that are native to South Africa, 
which accounts for roughly 12 percent of South African exports.The Kenyan KES weakened 
0.2 percent against the greenback due to continued robust demand for the dollar from the 
manufacturing and energy sectors The Ugandan UGX inched up 0.5 percent buoyed by 
sluggish demand for dollars and expectations of some inflows into the week’s T-bills auction. 
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Figure 6: Weekly % Changes of Selected African Yield Spreads                                                                     

Source : AfDB (Jan, 2014)

Development Partnerships

African Development Bank: The African Water Facility (AWF) has offered a Euro 1.8 million grant to the Government 
of Malawi to support a project designed to expand irrigated agriculture in the Lower Shire Valley. The project is 
expected to help overcome the adverse effect of prolonged dry spells and frequent flooding to improve and spread 
agricultural production. An estimated 272,000 people will benefit from this project.
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Countries in Focus

Tanzania: The Government of Tanzania estimates about 43 percent of Tanzanians in rural areas and 19 percent in 
towns do not have access to reliable and safe water sources. WHO data shows that about 12 percent of deaths in 
Tanzania were related to water, sanitation and hygiene in 2009.
  
South Africa: Moody’s investor services plans to keep South Africa’s credit rating at Baa1 for the foreseeable future due 
to high levels of unemployment and ‘manageable but rising debt levels’. Moody’s lowered the rating in September 
2012 to Baa1, the third-lowest investment-grade level, with a negative outlook, as economic growth slowed and the 
government’s budget deficit widened.   
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Updates on African Economic Indicators

Mauritania: Mauritania’s economy is forecast to grow by 6 percent for a third consecutive year in 2014, enabling 
the country to create its first stock exchange. The Central Bank projected growth for 2014 to reach 6.5 percent 
compared to 6.4 and 6.9 in 2013 and 2012, respectively. Sustained growth is expected to put a dent on high poverty 
levels in Mauritania. An estimated 42 percent of the 3.8 million population lives in poverty.     

Rwanda: Rwanda kept inflation at 3.65 percent at the end of December from 4.6 percent in November. On average, 
the EAC regional annual inflation declined. Tanzania’s inflation rate declined from 10.9 percent in January, 2013 to 
5.6 percent in December, 2013, while Uganda’s Inflation stood at 6.7 percent in December and it was 7.2 percent in 
Kenya. 

Botswana: Botswana’s annual inflation rate for December 2013 stood at 4.1 percent, same as in the previous month. 
The medium-term outlook for inflation is positive, with inflation forecast to remain within the 3-6 percent objective 
range.  

Namibia: The annual average inflation for 2013 was 5.6 percent, down 1.2 percentage points from the average level 
of 6.8 percent in 2012,. Annual inflation increased slightly from 4.9 percent in December 2013 higher than the 4.4 
percent in November. Higher inflation was caused by increases in the prices of food, alcohol, clothing, education 
and miscellaneous products in the final month of 2013.

Stock Markets
Global Markets 

Global financial markets closed the week with mixed performance. An institute of Services Management (ISM) report 
showed the U.S. Services Index declined from 53.9 in November to 53.0 in December. Elsewhere, Euro zone inflation 
fell to 0.8 percent in December 2013 from 0.9 percent in November, further away from the European Central Bank’s 
target of about 2.0 percent adding to fears of deflation. Reports out of China showed consumer price inflation grew 
2.5 percent year-on-yearin December, down from the prio month’s 3.0 percent, while export growth slowed sharply to 
4.3 percent year-on-year in December compared to the prio months’s robust 12.7 percent, repsectively.

African Markets

African Markets closed the week stronger. Kenya’s NSE-20 firmed 3.2 percent largely driven by expanding demand by 
foreign investors for shares in the telecom sector. Telecoms firm Safaricom led the index by closing 3.1 percent higher 
at KES 11.7 a share after rising 5.3 percent to an all time high of KES 11.95 during the week. Kenya’s Commercial Bank 
also closed higher ending the week at KES 48.5 a share, while the Co-opertative Bank closed 0.8 percent higher at KES 
18.1 a share.
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Global Economic Leading Indicators
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Chinese Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                            India Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)

Japan Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                USA Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)

                    Eurozone Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)                                   US Unemployment Rate

Source: Markit and US, Institute of Supply Management. 2014
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Appendix Table 2 : Exchange Rate Movements – Week ending 10 January 2014

        Appendix Table 1: Stock Market Movements – Week ending 10 January 2014
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Source : ADB Statistics Department, January 2014. 
* in the interbank currency market.

Source: Bloomberg. * value at end of 11/01/2014


